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A B S T R A C T

Heredity of colour polymorphism is studied, which is evident in the abdomen of Plodia inter- punctella, ranging from black 
to bright yellow. The individuals were classified into four groups of phenotypes: black (++++), grey (+++), yellow (++) and bright yellow 
(+). From crosses it was found, that this polymorphism is an inherited character, and there is a relationship between the colour of the 
insects and their viability; namely that the bright yellow (+) individuals were weaker than all the others ++++, +++ and ++, presenting 
very often body malformations and tumors. It was found also that the male + individuals were weaker than the female +, as it was 
shown from the proportion of the number of the sexes, which is significantly different from the ratio 1 : 1 .

Introduction

From the observation made on a population of the moth Plodia inter- punctella Hbn. it 
was confirmed that the insect presents a colour polymorphism on the abdomen of both male 
and female adults. By microscopic observation it was found that this polymorphism consists of 
colour differences spanning from black, to bright yellow. For the genetic investigation o f colour 
inheritance a grouping of the different degrees of colour is required. This, was not an easy task 
due to both the many shades of colour and the reflexion of light exhibited by the scales. We 
were able to make only a rough classification of colour into black, grey, yellow and bright 
yellow individuals the phenotypes o f which are symbolized by ++++,+++, ++ and + 
correspondingly. It was observed that the yellow individuals were fewer in number than the 
blacks and that as one descends, the colour scale from yellow to bright yellow the number of 
individuals are significantly reduced in the population. The fact that the above polymorphism 
persists under different rearing condition i.e. fluctuating illumination, humidity and tem
perature, led us to suppose that this character is in all probability inherited.
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Material and Methods

In the present investigation we used the pyralid moth Plodia interpun- 
ctella. For a Successfu control of insect abdominal colour individuals obtained 
from experimental crosses, were chosen less than two days old so that scale 
shedding which is significant after the second day of life would not influence the 
results. The insect nutrient medium according to Tzanakakis (1959) was modi
fied as follows: 10 parts chicken mash, 1 part glycerol and 1 part honey by 
volume. This medium had previously been sterilized to prevent any infection. 
The photoperiodism remained constant during the experiment; the temperature 
was maintained between 28-30°C and humidity between 40-50%. The individuals 
intended for crossing experiments were virgin (Richards and Thomson, 1932) 
and each pair was placed in glass containers. Under the above experimental 
conditions the developmental cycle was 28 to 30 days..

Results and Discussion

From the crosses which were made for many generations we obtained 
results which appear in Table I. In this and the foLLbwing tables F j -  F4 indi
cates the number of inbred generation while the following number gives the 
breeding number of the individual pair. In those crosses, the phenotype but not 
the genotype of the parents is known. It should be noted that the identification 
and separation of individuals of a definite genotype is very difficult first be
cause of the great variation in colour which may be due to the possibility of the 
existence of a number of genes which control this colour polymorphism. Because 
the separation of homozygous strains is not yet possible, we cannot assertain 
the type of inheritance, but only show that the abdominal colour is the result of 
an inherited trait. Thus, Table I clearly shows that some of the crosses of type: 
+++, X +-H -+ produced offspring entirely of phenotype ++++(F5 2, F2 3) whereas - 
others gave offspring the majority of which resembled the phenotype of the parents 
i.e . ++++ and +++ (F2 19 to F^ SO). In addition, some of the crosses +9- X ++ gave off
spring all of which were entirely of phenotype ++ (F3 31 to F4 18) whereas others 
gave offspring the majority of which resembled the phenotype of only one the parents 
i.e.,++(Fg StoFg 15). Finally, most of the offspring of the crosses ++++ X ++,
++++ X +++ and +++ X ++ resembled or both parents (Table II). . From this 
table it is evident that the majority of the progeny phenotypically resembled one 
or both of the parents. That is the progeny colour of the offspring does not 
seem to depend upon the sex of the parent which possesses the same phenotype, 
i .e . it is not sex linked (Table II).

Also of interest is the fact that the number of bright yellow individuals 
(+), is significantly smaller than the number of individuals of the remaining 
phenotypes++, +-H -, ++++. In addition, from 65 fertile crosses of all of the types, 
only 23 gave progeny among which were individuals of phenotype +, however in
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a very small proportion. In all, from the above crosses we obtained 96 indivi
duals +, in a male to female ratio of 10 : 86. On the other hand, from 7 
crosses in which at least one parent was +, only two gayg progeny (table HI).
In spite of the fact that the number of these crosses was relatively small, we 
are able to suggest that the viability of individuals +, is decreased in compa
rison with that of the individuals ++. +++, and ++++. This fact is evidenced
from the observation that: (a) many of the bright yellow individuals, presenting
also abnormalities in wing and body morphology, died almost immediately after 
emerging. Very often,, these individuals presented tumors which seldom were 
observed in black individuals, (b) the males +, are significantly fewer in num
ber than the females +, whereas the proportion, with regard the sex, in the 
other colour groups of the crosses from which these bright yellow individuals 
are derived is I : I (table IV). Similar cases are described as sex -  limited 
lethality (Steinhaus, 1963). Mohr and Sturtevant (1919) described an autosomal 
recessive gene in Drosophila funebris which causes pupal lethality almost ex
clusively in females. This factor probably acts on a system present in one of 
the sexes only. In Ephestia the mutant gene, he, causes in homozygous condi
tion a suppresion of the pigmentation of the wings; Hehe and hehe moths show 
also a lower viability than normal (HeHe) moths (Kuhn, 1934, 1839). The sex- 
linked gene d darkens either certain veins of the wings or areas between them, 
or produces both effects. Like gene he, d retards development. Development 
is retarded cumulatively by dhe, which however, has normal viability in cont
rast to low viability of Dhe (Kuhn and Henke 1935). In Bombyx the 
dominant factor Ml enhances the effect of several dark pigment mutations.
It acts as a recessive semilethal factor in females only (Beliajeff, 1937).
The above facts led us to suggest that there exists a clear relationship be
tween colour and viability of Plodia; in addition, the viability of the male + 
is less than that- of the females +.

Comparative studies with regard to colour and viability are described, 
in mice in the agouti series (Gruneberg 1852). The alleles of the agouti series 
determine the distribution of black, brown and yellow pgiments in the individu
als hairs. The yellow mice are heterozygotes for yellow gene (AY), and it is 
impossible to obtain a true-breeding strain of this variety because the gene 
is lethal in homozygous condition. Yellow mice, particularly the females, tend 
to get very fat from the age of about two moths onwards. According to 
Dickenson and Gowen (1946-17) yellow mice have an increased appetite com
bined with reduced energy requirements and the basal metabolism is lower than 
in normal mice. A possible secondary effect of the obesity of yellow mice is 
the fact that the A^ gene influences the succeptibility to tumors (Gruneberg 1952). 
A similar case to the above is presented in this paper, a fact which demon
strates that possibly a gene or genes which control the colour also influence by 
way of an mechanism not yet known the viability of these individuals. Further 
investigation of this relationship requires a biochemical study and determination 
of the substance or substances responsible for the final phenotype for colour.
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Possibly, inquiry into the metabolism-of these substances would give an answer 
with regard to their relationship to the viability and in general the regular de
velopment of this insect.
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TABLE I. Results of experimental crosses showing that the abdominal colour 
is inherited.

P h en otyp es o f

P a ren t c r o s s O f  f s p r  1n g s
++++ - H - + ++ +

F 2 ++++ X  ++++ 51

F 58
It 38

F 2i 9 ft 100 33

F 221 ft 154 15

F 222 It 70 9

F  9 ff 109 24 -5

F 4 >
It 90 8

F 4 2 It 98 16

F .27 II 97 9

F  .30 
-4

II 111 17

F  31 x 3 ++ x  ++ 106

F 4 3 ft 20

F 4 6
11 32

F  18 It 1 30

F 3 3 II 1 55

F 3 4
It 23 112

F 3 12 tt 36 61

F 25 tt 2 45 2

F 328 If 154 2

F 4 4
It 1 1 72 2

f " 16 It 2 20 2

F 32 tt 64 106

F  36 tt 7 142

F .37 
4

tt 159 6

F 438 If 172 6

F 440 It 159 2

F 443 ft 222 4

F .4 5 It 161 3

F 4 50 It 129 7

F5 8 II 263 9

F _ 9 
5

II ' 1 166 2

F _15
0

It 122 7
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TABLE II. The relation between : colour: combinations of male and female 
parents and colour of the offspring.

Types Crossed

2

Progeny
.+ + + +

Phenotypes
+ + + + +

F2 6 ++ X +-H- 39 199

F3 5 +++ X ++ I 39

V 6 ++++ X +++ 8 169 1

00P‘4 -H—M- X +++ 93 1 3

F4 9 +++ X +-H -+ 28 49 24

F417 +++■ X ++ 2 9 158

F420 ++ X i i l 25 53 2

TABLE in. Crossing between + females and +,.++, +++, ++++ males.

Types Crossed 
d  $ -frf

Progeny Phenotypes

F .38 4 ++■ X +\ 172 6

F -11
0

++ X. + 101 5

F .11 4 + X + 0

F .13 4 + X + °

F .iS 4 ++++■ X 4* 0

F 41 4 ++ X + 0

F .48 ++++ X + 04
_________________________ __________1
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TABLE IV. Results showing the relation between cf : in each phenotype

c/ s ? d* ? ê  $

V 5 X ++ 2 2 16 26 6 1

V 5
M 2 20 25 2

V 7
H

1 73 63

V s » 2 82 72

V 9 +++ X +++ 1 1 80 87 48 50

V 2 ■H- X ++ 2 97 95

F 4 4
n 2 38 34 1 1

F . 16 4
ÎT 2 6 14 2

F .37 4
n 6 74 86

F .38 4
+ X -H- 6 91 81

F .38 4
++ X -H- 1 9 87 55 1 . 1

F .40 4 2 75 84

F .43 4
J î 4 99 123

F .44 4
11

1 72 69 1 3

F .45 4
!! 3 65 96

F , 46 4
tl 1 6 149 141 1 1

F .50 4
f! 7 61 68
fî 1 46 52 1

F 5 8 11 9 132 131

F_ 9 !î 2 72 94 1

F ,_ ll + X tH- 5 49 52

F 15 ++ X ++ 7 71 51

F_165
tt 9 104 95 1

T ota l 10 86 1659 1694 59 52 5 6

II
C'i

60 ,16  . 2x  = 0,3447
2

X = 0,3243 x 2 =0 ,3666

0, 50 < p < 0, 70 0 .50  < p < 0 ,7 0 0. 50<p <0, 70


